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This is a collection of the Eagles' early hits, all made easy for beginner guitarists. It
includes:--Already Gone--The Best of My Love--Desperado--Doolin'-Dalton--Heartache
Tonight--Hollywood Waltz--Hotel California--James Dean--Lyin' Eyes--One of These Nights--Outlaw
Man--Peaceful Easy Feeling--Saturday Night--Take it Easy--Take it to the Limit--Witchy WomanAs
with all books in the Made Easy Series, chords are shown in full diagram form, showing you where
to put your fingers, which strings are open, and which strings aren't played. Strum marks are also
included to let you know how many times to strum each chord. Only the melody line appears
together with the lyrics, so you can't really play these songs on the piano- -unless you know your
piano chords real well.Some of the songs in this collection are a lot easier to play, learn, and sing
than others, perhaps because their melodic structure is more linear, or whatever the musical term is.
More difficult pieces include Doolin' Dalton, Hotel California, and Heartache Tonight. Beginning
guitarists may not be able to play every song in this book, at least not right away, but the book puts

many old favorites within their reach.

I've only been taking guitar lessons for 4 months but I was getting bored with the songs in my lesson
book. I wanted something more fun to play, but it had to be EASY. Some books claim to be easy;
this one really is! Lots of fun, familiar songs that a beginner can handle.

This book is a collection of songs that can be played by a novice with about 3 to 6 months of guitar.
It is geared to the 30+ age group, I dought that a younger person would get the benifit of already
knowing how the songs are suppose to sound, they just don't get that much play anymore, with the
exception of Hotel California, which is always on Classic Rock stations.Bob

The melody is in standard notation, it has lyrics, and the chord diagrams are included. The strum
pattern is one down stroke per beat (boring)and that is on everything that I have looked at. You will
need to improvise on those strum patterns if playing alone. I played a couple of the songs and the
chords seemed to work OK with the lyrics and melody, but I ran into a couple of chords that were
either wrong or my ears are messed up worse than I thought. Most, not all, of the chords are
relatively simple. Watch close for the little notations on the chords such as 3fr. They don't show the
3 frets, so if you miss the notation you'll be way off.If you like to play the melody, the key for most of
the songs is relatively simple (Key of F, C, G, or D) but one is more difficult in key of E (four
sharps).I'm not thrilled about the book, but it seems to be what it claimed, so I gave it four stars.
Didn't give it five because the print quality is slightly fuzzy. Its comparable to an inkjet printer or
second generation photocopy.

I just received this book and I am very impressed. I have only been playing the guitar for just a short
while and still taking lessons. I like the way this book is laid out and easy to follow. Anyone that
knows the Eagles' songs and know the basic chords can play the songs in this book. I am glad that I
bought this book and recommend this to any beginner or advanced guitarist. It is ia fun book.

I really like this book. I have not played the guitar for 20 years and I was able to start right away with
this edition. I really like it and recommend it for beginners and those that want to get back in the
game!

I had not played guitar in years and was very rusty. I tried a couple of beginning lesson books and

was bored, got this book with great hopes. Yay! Perfect blend of ease yet sounding true to the
songs. If you are learnign, returning or just want to play Eagles tune with out hard work you'll enjoy
this book. BTW it stays open nicely while playing

I have been enjoying this book. I've been playing the guitar off and on for two years. I am not a
music major, just somebody that wants to learn the guitar for fun. There are songs in the book that a
novice can play with practice.
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